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Data Sheet of Various Gluer Machine
Automatic Vinyl Glue Applicator.
Image 1: machine overview

This Vinyl Glue Applicator is provided to apply the glue on two or only one of the handle's sides ( or strip sides):
handles to be applyed to luxury shopping bags or to some types of semi-worked automatic bags.
The machine is provided to move the filled handle and apply the glue just during its presence (see Image 2).
All told operations are performed in automatic.
Image 2: working-bank

The main caracteristic are:

Type of Production:
-application of vinyl glue on one or two sides of the paper Handles or Thin Cards reinforcement
Types & Formats of workeable materials:
-Bulk paper Handles for bags made in double patch + rope
-BulkThin Cards (minimum thickness=0.35mm) for luxury shopping-bags
-Ordinary vinyl glue
Size Limits of PRODUCTS:
-application-Length of glue 2.36 to 24.0 inch (= 6 to 60 cm) and over
-wide of glue-application-strip 0.40 to 1.50 inch (=1 to 4 cm)
Machine Features:
-Automatic system to start/stop application-glue during the transit of the filled Handle/ThinCard
-Automatic system style "Marry Go Round" to transport end re-transport the glued Handles to the application stations
(Image1)
-Possibility to set the distances of beginning and the end of glue-strip in respect to the edges of handle/ thin-card
-Fixed speed of application-glue 2.75 inch/sec. (= 7cm/sec.) about (optional adjustable speed)
-Electric motor with fixed speed (optional adjustable speed)
-Safety conform to Machinery Directive (CE)
-Noise max = 50 Decibels maximum
-Electric power supply = 0.5 kW (3x380/440Vx50/60Hz +G+N) or(1x220V-50Hz+G+N)
-Compressed air at 7kg/cm2, Cleaned and Dryed
- Weight machine=140kg
- Footprint machine=31.5 x 39.5 x 55.1 inch (= m 0.8x0.8x1.4(H).
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Gluer Machine of Reinforced Thin Cards.

Machine Overview

This Machine is a Gluer of Reinforced Thin Cards to apply by hand to luxury shopping-bags.
The machine is working with Dextrin glue cheaper than vinyl glue.
The application of glue is possible on one side of cards only by contact with a glued roller.
Contemporary you can fill more cards to be glued on adjacent positions.
Follows the detailed description of the machine:
Type of Production:
-application of dextrin glue on one side of card reinforcement
Types & Formats of workeable materials:
- Bulk Thin cards (minimum thickness=0.35mm) for luxury shopping-bags
- Poor dextrin glue
Size Limits of PRODUCTS:
-Unlimited application-Length of glue (receiving output magazine up to 23.0 inch (= 600mm))
-wide of glue-application-strip 0.80 to 2.0 inch (=2 to 50 cm)
Machine Features:
-Fixed speed of application-glue = 3m/min about (optional adjustable speed)
-Electric motor with fixed speed (optional adjustable speed)
-Safety conform to Machinery Directive (CE)
-Heating system set for the glue dextrin
-Noise max = 30 decibels maximum
-Electric power to supply = 1.5 kW (3x380/440Vx50/60Hz +G+N)
or(1x220V-50Hz+G+N)
-Weight machine=180kg
-Footprint machine=31.5 x 40.0 x 48.0 inch (= m 0.8x0.8x1.2(H)
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Gluer Machine of edges of paper sheets.

Machine Overview

The Machine is a vinyl Gluer of clousure-edge of luxury shopping-bags.
The machine is applying vinyl glue on the paper by contact with a glued roller.
The application of glue is possible only on one side of hems.
Follows the detailed description of the machine:
Type of Production:
-Application of vinyl glue on one side of paper sheet-hems
Types & Formats of workeable materials:
-Paper sheets 70 to 150 g/m2
-Common vinyl glue
Size Limits of PRODUCTS:
-unlimited application-Length of glue-strip
-wide of glue-application-strip 0.79 to 4.0 inch (=2 to 10 cm)
Machine Features:
-Fixed speed of application-glue = 3m/min about (optional adjustable speed)
-Electric motor with fixed speed (optional adjustable speed)
-Safety conform to Machinery Directive (CE)
-Noise max = 40 decibels at full
-Electric power installed = 0.5 kW (3x380/440Vx50/60Hz +G+N) or (1x220V-50Hz+G+N)
-Weight machine=180kg
-Footprint machine=31.5 x 31.5 x 48.0 inch (= m 0.8x0.8x1.4(H).
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